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The Moral Hazard of Terrorism Prevention

Tiberiu Dragu, New York University
How does a policy of reacting to terrorist attacks with restrictions on free speech protections affect the likelihood of

terrorism in the first place? In this article, I develop a dynamic model of an interaction between a security agency and a

terrorist organization to study the dynamic consequences of adopting policies that curtail free speech protections and

other rights when terror strikes. The article shows that in a world in which democratic governments respond to major

terrorist attacks with restrictions on freedom of expression and other rights and liberties, such policies have perverse

effects on the pre-attack incentives of terrorism prevention/occurrence, which can make a terrorist attack more likely.

The analysis suggests that a commitment to respecting fundamental rights and liberties in times of duress can be

security-beneficial: if liberal societies were to remain faithful to their fundamental values in the aftermath of terrorist

attacks, such a strategy can decrease the probability of a terrorist attack in the first place.
nastrokeof irony,perhaps, theFrenchgovernmentlaunched
a harsh crackdown on speech that allegedly supported ter-
rorism less than a week after massive public rallies were

mounted in defense of free expression in the aftermath of the
Charlie Hebdo terrorist attack. In a circular published on
January 12, 2015, the Minister of Justice Christiane Taubira
instructed prosecutors to take tough action against those
who purposely defend or glorify terrorism. Within three
weeks, 150 prosecutions were launched resulting in dozens
of verdicts, including 18 prison sentences imposed largely
for the crime of “apologie du terrorisme.”1 In a similar effort
to suppress terror speech, President Francois Hollande signed
on February 9, 2015, a decree allowing the government to
ban without a court order websites suspected of advocat-
ing terrorism. The French authorities have used these new
powers to block five websites, which they claimed condone
terrorism.2

The French government, of course, has not been alone in
rolling back protections on free speech after a terrorist at-
tack; rather, the reaction of French authorities to the Charlie
Hebdo attack is representative of how democratic govern-
ments have responded to the threat of terrorism since 9/11.
The 9/11 terrorist attacks showed the vulnerability of lib-
eral societies to catastrophic acts and revealed the potentially
horrific psychological, social, and economic costs of failing
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to stop a large-scale terrorist attack. The 2004 Madrid train
bombings and the 2005 London terrorist attacks added ur-
gency to the issue of devising preventive security policies in
an era of rising extremist violence and suicide terrorism.
Consequently, governments in the United States and other
liberal democracies have adopted various liberty-reducing
measures intended to make it harder for terrorist groups to
grow and operate inside liberal societies (Heymann 2003;
Ignatieff 2004; Posner 2006; Roach 2011).

For instance, in the United States, the Patriot Act made it
a criminal offense to provide support to groups designated as
terrorist organizations, provisions that indirectly limit speech
and other activities thatmight intentionally or unintentionally
facilitate terrorist activities; in 2002, Denmark enacted an anti-
terrorism law to criminalize instigation of acts of terrorism;
in 2005, Australia included various forms of seditions into its
antiterrorism laws and gave public officials the power to ban
groups perceived to advocate terrorism; in 2006, the United
Kingdom passed the Terrorist Act that made it illegal to glo-
rify terrorism and encourage the commission and prepara-
tion of terrorist activities (Roach 2011).

These examples are emblematic of a larger effort of liberal
societies to regulate incitement to terrorism (Heymann 2003;
Ronen 2010; Stone 2004). The impetus for prohibiting ter-
rorist advocacy and other forms of support is the worry that
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terrorists can exploit the civil liberties and individual free-
doms on which liberal societies are built to further their vi-
olent ends (Schmid 1992). Under the shield of free speech
protections, for example, terrorist groups can disseminate
their propaganda, recruit operatives, and raise money. The
advocacy of terrorism, if left unchecked, can then effectively
augment the capacity of terrorist groups to undermine the
security of liberal societies. In turn, criminalizing terrorist
propaganda and other forms of support raises the costs of
being associated with a terrorist group for individuals who
would otherwise willingly provide various kinds of support:
disseminating propaganda, raising money, recruiting oper-
atives, procuring supplies, facilitating travel, providing safe
houses, and so forth. Since support and logistical networks
are essential for terrorists to succeed (Gunaratna 2004; Hey-
mann 2003; Richardson 2007), liberty-reducing measures
intended to make it harder for terrorist groups to operate in-
crease the costs of terrorism.

That democratic governments curtail free speech protec-
tions and other fundamental rights and liberties when ter-
rorists strike homeland is a well-documented empirical pat-
tern (Alexander 2006; Crenshaw2010;Cronin 2009;Donohue
2008; Richardson 2007; Roach 2011; Schmid 1992; Stone
2004; Wilkinson 2006). Regardless of the security rationale
for such antiterrorism measures, the political incentives that
drive these policy interventions are well understood: Legis-
lators need to alleviate public fears and respond to citizens’
demands to do something about terrorism, especially in the
wake of major terrorist attacks (Donohue 2008; Dragu and
Polborn 2014; Fox and Stephenson 2011). Perhaps more im-
portantly, public officials need to insure themselves against
the political and electoral costs that would be borne when
another terrorist event takes place should they oppose dra-
conic antiterrorism measures in times of crisis (Crenshaw
2010; Cronin 2009; Ignatieff 2004). Notwithstanding the po-
litical impetus behind liberty-reducing antiterrorismmeasures,
the empirical pattern of curtailing free speech protections and
other rights when bombs go off raises the following question:
How does a policy of reacting to terrorist attacks with re-
strictions on rights and liberties affect the likelihood of terror-
ism in the first place?

For all of the research on how democratic governments
are or should be fighting terrorism, scholars and policy mak-
ers have neglected this important question. This is problem-
atic since terrorist attacks are not natural disasters: a terrorist
attack takes place when terrorists actively plan a strike and
when the security agencies in charge of terrorism prevention
fail to detect the plot. Since liberty-reducing antiterrorism
measures aimed at increasing the cost of terrorism transform
the environment in which security agencies and terrorist
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groups interact, it is important to investigate how the expec-
tation that free speech protections are curtailed after a terrorist
attack affects the pre-attack motivations of terrorist groups to
plot and carry an attack as well as the pre-attack incentives of
security agencies to foil the threat.

To answer this question, I develop a two-period model of
an interaction between a security agency and a terrorist or-
ganization in which the first-period outcome determines the
second-period interaction: If no terrorist attack occurs in the
first period, the level of free speech protections remains un-
changed in the second period, and thus the security agency
and the terrorist organization play the same game as in the
first period. However, free speech protections are curtailed if
a terrorist attack occurs in the first period, and in this con-
tingency, the security agency and the terrorist organization
play a game with lower free speech protections in the second
period. The fact that the level of free speech protections is
lower in the second period if the outcome of the first period is
a terrorist attack creates dynamic incentives: the prospect of
changing the level of free speech protections should a ter-
rorist attack happen changes the first-period stakes of terror
prevention and terror success, which in turn alter the first-
period (pre-attack) incentives of the players.

The dynamic analysis shows that the prospect of reducing
free speech protections in the event of a terrorist attack has
perverse effects on the pre-attack incentives: it either increases
the level of terrorist activities or decreases the level of coun-
terterrorism effort (or possibly both) in the first period, which
can make a terrorist attack more likely in the first period. The
analysis suggests that a commitment to not curtailing fun-
damental rights and liberties in the wake of security crises can
be security-beneficial: this norm that liberal societies remain
faithful to their fundamental values even when bombs go off
can reduce the likelihood of terrorism.

Restrictions on free speech and other liberty-reducing
antiterrorism measures have ignited a long-standing schol-
arly and public debate about the trade-offs between liberty
and security. Legal and political theory scholars have argued
extensively whether such antiterrorism policies are nor-
matively undesirable because they depart from established
liberal-democratic principles or whether they are essential
to respond effectively to terrorist threats (Heymann 2003;
Ignatieff 2004; Posner 2006; Waldron 2003). Theoretically,
scholars have analyzed whether liberty-reducing counterter-
rorism policies have their intended policy effect to decrease
the likelihood of terrorism in the future, after the adoption of
such counterterrorism measures (Dragu 2011; Posner and
Vermeule 2007). And scholars of terrorism have investigated
empirically the effectiveness of various repressive counterter-
rorism tactics to show that, once implemented, such policies
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can be counterproductive (Benmelech, Berrebi, and Klor
2015; Daxecker 2015; Daxecker and Hess 2013; Dugan and
Chenoweth 2012; LaFree, Dugan, and Korte 2009).

However, researchers have yet to determine how the ex-
pectation created by the typical response in the aftermath of
a major terrorist attack (i.e., a reduction in rights and lib-
erties to alter the cost of terrorism) affects the pre-attack in-
centives of terrorism prevention/occurrence. This question
is particularly important since restricting fundamental rights
and liberties to make it harder for terrorist groups to oper-
ate has been the typical response of democratic governments
to major terrorist attacks. The article presents, to the best
of my knowledge, the first dynamic game-theoretic model
that tackles this question.3 The article uncovers novel results
regarding the dynamic consequences of such antiterrorism
measures, results that are missing from current scholarly and
policy debates about terrorism prevention. The dynamic
analysis underscores the importance of assessing this strat-
egy of prevention in light of the incentives of security agen-
cies responsible for terrorism prevention. It suggests that in
a world where politicians respond to major terrorist attacks
with restrictions on civil liberties, security agencies try less
hard because the pain of terror attacks is ameliorated some-
what by the future gains from having a better counterter-
rorism environment (i.e., one with less free speech), a finding
that has several institutional and policy implications that I
discuss in the concluding section.4

A DYNAMIC MODEL OF TERRORISM PREVENTION
To answer the question of how a policy of reacting to terrorist
attacks with restrictions on free speech affects the likelihood
of terrorism, I analyze a two-period interaction between a
security agency and a terrorist organization. For simplicity of
exposition, I suppress time superscripts from the presenta-
tion of players’ actions in the stage game below and use such
notations only when necessary.
3. The article also contributes to a political economy literature on
terrorism (Moore 2010; Sanchez-Cuena and de la Calle 2009). The existing
scholarship on terrorism has addressed several important questions about
terrorism prevention, including the optimal (or suboptimal) counterter-
rorism policy (Bapat 2011; Bueno de Mesquita 2007; Dragu 2011; Langlois
and Langlois 2011; Powell 2007; Rosendorff and Sandler 2004; Siegel 2011),
terrorism recruitment and support (Bueno de Mesquita and Dickson 2007;
Siqueira and Sandler 2006), and the effect of terrorism on domestic politics
and institutional design (Indridason 2008; Shapiro and Siegel 2010).

4. The dynamic analysis can also help understanding the effectiveness
of preventive measures in situations in which governments engage in pre-
emptive actions to foil various social harms, and, as such it contributes to a
small but growing political economy of prevention (Forand 2015; Fox and
van Weelden 2015).
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In each period, the structure of the interaction (i.e., the
stage game) is as follows: the terrorist organization chooses
a level of terrorist activities to prepare an attack, et ∈ R1.
The agency chooses a level of counterterrorism effort aimed
at detecting terrorist activity, es ∈ R1. The players make their
decisions simultaneously.5

The outcome of the stage game is binary, and it is cap-
tured by a variable A ∈ f0, 1g, where A p 1 denotes a
successful terrorist attack and A p 0 denotes failure or ab-
sence of a terrorist attack. The actions of security agency and
terrorist organization translate into a probability of a suc-
cessful terrorist attack, given by a twice continuously differ-
entiable function P(es, et) ≡ prob(A p 1). This probability
increases in the level of activities to prepare a terrorist attack,
et, and decreases in the level of counterterrorism effort to
detect terrorist activity, es. Also, P(es, et) is convex in es (i.e.,
there aredecreasing marginal returns to terrorism prevention
in es), and it is concave in et (i.e., there are decreasingmarginal
returns to terrorism occurrence in et).

The existing scholarship depicts terrorism as an asym-
metric form of warfare: the weapon of the weak (the terror-
ist organization) against the strong (the government) (Hoff-
man 2013; Richardson 2007; Wilkinson 2006). In other
words, terrorists do not wear uniforms or openly confront
the government; rather they want to be undetected by se-
curity agencies and have an advantage by remaining un-
known and plotting in secrecy (Hoffman 2013; White 2003).
That is, the effectiveness of the terrorists’ effort to success-
fully execute a terror plot is higher when the government’s
surveillance to detect traces of terrorist activity is lower
(White2003;Wilkinson2006).To formalize this, let thecross-
partial derivative of the probability of a successful terrorist
attack be negative, that is, ½∂2P(es, et)=∂es∂et� ! 0.

Let Os(A) be the security agency’s payoff if the outcome
is A ∈ f0, 1g. The objective of the security agency is to pre-
vent a terrorist attack and thus Os(1) ! Os(0). Denote the
difference by Ds ≡ Os(0)2 Os(1), where Ds can be thought as
the security agency’s stake for terrorism prevention. The
security agency also incurs a cost given by a twice continu-
ously differentiable function Cs(es); the cost increases in es
and is convex in es.6 The security agency’s expected utility in
the stage game is

Us(es, et) p ½12 P(es, et)�Os(0)1 P(es, et)Os(1)2 Cs(es)
p Os(0)2 P(es, et)Ds 2 Cs(es):

ð1Þ
5. The stage game is related to Dragu (2011).
6. I assume standard Inada conditions: limes→0C0

s(es) p 0 and that
limes→∞C0

s(es) p ∞.
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Let Ot(A) be the terrorist organization’s payoff if the out-
come is A ∈ f0, 1g. The objective of the terrorist organi-
zation is to successfully carry a terrorist attack and thus
Ot(1) 1 Ot(0). Denote the difference by Dt ≡ Ot(1)2 Ot(0),
where Dt can be thought as the terrorist organization’s stake
for terrorism occurrence. The terrorist organization also
incurs a cost given by a twice continuously differentiable
function Ct(et , f ); the cost increases in et, and it is convex in
et.7 The cost of terrorist activities is also affected by the level
of free speech protections, f, as described below.

To formalize the policy justification for curtailing free
speech protections and other rights and liberties (i.e., more
restrictions on free speech increase the cost of terrorism), let
the cost of terrorist activities be decreasing in the level of free
speech protections, f (i.e., ½∂Ct(et , f )=∂f � ! 0), and also let
themarginal cost be decreasing in f (i.e., ½∂2Ct(et , f )=∂et∂f � !
0). The terrorist organization’s expected utility in the stage
game is

Ut(es, et)p ½12 P(es, et)�Ot(0)1 P(es, et)Ot(1)2 Ct(et , f )
p Ot(0)1 P(es, et)Dt 2 Ct(et , f ):

ð2Þ
Asmentioned, I analyze a two-period interaction between

the security agency and the terrorist organization. In each
period, the structure of the interaction is given by the stage
game described above. The key difference is that the game
played in the second period depends on the outcome of the
first period: If no terrorist attack occurs in the first period, the
security agency and the terrorist organization play the same
game as in the first period (i.e., the same level of f ). However,
the level of free speech protections is reduced if a terrorist
attack occurs in the first period, and in this contingency, the
security agency and the terrorist organization play a game
with lower free speech protections in the second period. To
formalize this argument, let f denote the level of free speech
protections in the first period, and let f 0 denote the level of
free speech protections in the second period in the contin-
gency that a terrorist attack happens in the first period, where
f 0 ! f . The timing of the interaction is as follows:

• In the first period, the security agency chooses a level
of effort e1s , and the terrorist organization chooses a
level of effort e1t .

• The outcome of the interaction in the first period is
a terrorist attack with probability P(e1s , e

1
t ) and no

terrorist attack with probability 12 P(e1s , e
1
t ).
• In the second period, the level of free speech pro-
tection remains f if the outcome of the first period
is no terrorist attack.

• In the second period, the level of free speech pro-
tections decreases from f to f 0 if the outcome of the
first period is a terrorist attack.

• In the second period, the security agency chooses a
levelof efforte2s , andthe terroristorganizationchooses
a level of effort e2t .

• The outcome of the interaction in the second period
is a terrorist attack with probability P(e2s , e

2
t ) and no

terrorist attack with probability 12 P(e2s , e
2
t ).

The security agency’s and the terrorist organization’s tota
utility in this two-period interaction is the sum of the first
period and (discounted) second period utilities, where the
security agency’s and the terrorist organization’s per-period
utility is given by expressions (1) and (2).

The analysis proceeds in two steps. First, I present some
equilibrium properties of the stage game. Second, I analyze
how a policy of reducing free speech protections if the out-
come in the first period is a terrorist attack affects the play-
ers’ first-period actions and, consequently, the first-period
equilibrium probability of a terrorist attack.

THE STAGE GAME
I begin by describing some properties of the stage game
which are necessary for the dynamic analysis. For simplicity
of exposition, I state the key results of the formal analysis in
text and provide a more detailed analysis in the appendix
available online.

The security agency’s objective function (1) is concave in
es, and thus the unique optimal es is the solution to the first-
order condition:

2
∂P(es, et)

∂es
Ds 2 C0

s(es) p 0: ð3Þ

Moreover, the security agency’s best-response function
es(et) strictly increases in et. The result is intuitive: If the ter-
rorist organization increases its level of terrorist activities
in preparation for a terrorist attack, in response, the security
agency increases its level of counterterrorism effort to detect
terrorist activity.

The terrorist organization’s objective function (2) is con-
cave in et, and thus the unique optimal et is the solution to
the first-order condition:

∂P(es, et)
∂et

Dt 2
∂Ct(et , f )

∂et
p 0: ð4Þ
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Moreover, the terrorist organization’s best response func-
tion et(es) strictly decreases in es. The result is intuitive as
well: If the security agency increases its level of effort to detect
terrorist activity, in response, the terrorist organization de-
creases its level of activities.

The (unique) equilibrium of the stage game is the solu-
tion to the system of equations given by (3) and (4).8 As a
result, we can study how reducing the level of free speech
protections affects the players’ equilibrium actions and, con-
sequently, the players’ equilibrium payoffs in the stage game.

Reducing free speech protections has effects on the equi-
librium actions of both players. First, it has a direct effect on
the terrorist organization’s equilibrium action because it in-
creases its marginal cost. Second, it has a strategic effect on
the security agency’s equilibrium action, an effect that comes
through how the security agency changes its equilibrium ac-
tion in response to changes in the equilibrium level of ter-
rorist activities. The mechanics of this strategic effect is as
follows: reducing the level of free speech protections increases
the cost of terrorist activities, which decreases the terrorist
organization’s equilibrium action, et. Since the security agen-
cy’s counterterrorism effort increases in et, reducing free
speech protections decreases the security agency’s equilib-
rium action, es.

Proposition 1. In the stage game, reducing the level
of free speech protections decreases the terrorist or-
ganization’s equilibrium level of terrorist activities
and decreases the security agency’s equilibrium level
of counterterrorism effort.

I next investigate how changing the level of free speech
protections affects the security agency’s and the terrorist or-
ganization’s equilibrium payoffs. In this context, the secu-
rity agency’s equilibrium payoff (as a function of f ) in the
stage game is the following:

U∗
s ( f ) p Os(0)2 P(e∗s ( f ), e

∗
t ( f ))Ds 2 Cs(e∗s ( f )):

A simple inspection of the above expression suggests that
the level of free speech protections affects the security agen-
cy’s equilibrium payoff through two different channels: it
changes the equilibrium level of counterterrorism effort,
e∗s ( f ), and it also changes the equilibrium level of terrorist
activities, e∗t ( f ). Changes in the level of free speechprotections
that work through changing the security agency’s equilibrium
action have a zero effect on its equilibrium payoff, a simple
8. For a detailed analysis, see the appendix.
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implication of the envelope theorem. Since reducing the level
of free speech protections decreases the equilibrium level of
terrorist activities and since a lower level of terrorist activi-
ties increases the agency’s payoff, it implies that reducing the
level of free speech protections increases the security agency’s
equilibrium payoff in the stage game.

The terrorist organization’s equilibrium payoff (as a func-
tion of f ) in the stage game is:

U∗
t ( f ) p Ot(0)1 P(e∗s ( f ), e

∗
t ( f ))Dt 2 Ct(e∗t ( f ), f ):

A simple inspection of the above expression suggests that
the level of free speech protections affects the terrorist
organization’s equilibrium payoff through three different
channels: it changes the equilibrium level of counterterror-
ism effort, e∗s ( f ), it changes the equilibrium level of terrorist
activities, e∗t ( f ), and it also changes the cost of terrorist activ-
ities, Ct(⋅, f ). Changes in the level of free speech protections
that work through changing the terrorist organization’s
equilibrium action have a zero effect on its equilibrium pay-
off, a simple implication of the envelope theorem. On the
one hand, reducing the level of free speech protections de-
creases the security agency’s equilibrium action, which, all
else equal, increases the terrorist organization’s equilibrium
payoff. On the other hand, reducing the level of free speech
protections increases the marginal cost of terrorist activities,
which, all else equal, decreases the terrorist organization’s
equilibrium payoff. Depending on which effect dominates,
the terrorist organization’s equilibrium payoff in the stage
game can decrease or increase when f is reduced.

Proposition 2. In the stage game, reducing the level
of free speech protections increases the security agency’s
equilibrium payoff. In the stage game, reducing the
level of free speech protections has an ambiguous ef-
fect on the terrorist organization’s equilibrium payoff.

Other results that will be useful for the dynamic analysis
pertain to how the players’ equilibrium actions in the stage
game are affected by changes in the security agency’s stake
for terrorism prevention and by changes in the terrorist or-
ganization’s stake for a successful attack. The next proposi-
tion summarizes these effects.

Proposition 3. In the stage game, the security agen-
cy’s equilibrium action increases in its stake for ter-
rorism prevention, Ds, and also in the terrorist or-
ganization’s stake for a successful terrorist attack, Dt.
In the stage game, the terrorist organization’s equilib-
rium action increases in its stake for a successful ter-
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rorist attack, Dt, and decreases in the security agency’s
stake for terrorism prevention, Ds.

Proposition 3 indicates that a higher Ds increases the se-
curity’s agency equilibrium action in the stage game. This is
intuitive since a higher Ds means that the security agency has
a higher benefit from stopping a terrorist attack, which aug-
ments the agency’s incentives to put more effort to stop a
terrorist attack. On the other hand, an increase in Ds de-
creases the terrorist organization’s equilibrium action since
a higher Ds increases the agency’s equilibrium action and
since the terrorist organization decreases its action when the
level of counterterrorism effort is higher. Proposition 3 also
indicates that a higher Dt increases the terrorist organiza-
tion’s equilibrium action in the stage game. This is intuitive
as well since a higher Dt means that the terrorist organiza-
tion gets a bigger benefit from a successful attack, which in-
creases the organization’s incentives to put more effort into
carrying a terrorist attack. On the other hand, a higher Dt

increases the security agency’s equilibrium action in the
stage game since a higher Dt increases the terrorist organi-
zation’s equilibrium action and since the security agency’s
action increases when the level of terrorist activities is higher.

Given these equilibrium properties of the stage game, I
present the dynamic analysis in the next section.

THE DYNAMIC GAME
How does a policy of reacting to terrorist attacks with re-
strictions on free speech protections affect the pre-attack in-
centives of terrorism prevention/occurrence and therefore
the likelihood of a terror attack in the first place?

To answer this question, I compare the dynamic game
previously described with a benchmark game in which the
level of free speech protections in the second period remains
the same regardless of the outcome in the first period. That
is, I compare the dynamic game in which the level of free
speech protections in the second period decreases from f
to f 0 if the first-period outcome is a terrorist attack with a
benchmark game in which the level of free speech protec-
tions in the second period remains f even if the first-period
outcome is a terrorist attack. For simplicity of exposition,
henceforth, I label the interaction in which the level of free
speech protections remains unchanged after a terrorist at-
tack as the benchmark game and the interaction in which
the level of free speech protections changes after the first
period in the event of a terrorist attack as the dynamic game.

Benchmark game
Let us first analyze the benchmark scenario in which the
level of free speech protections is the same in the first and
This content downloaded from 216.165
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second periods regardless of whether a terrorist attack hap-
pens after the first period. In other words, the level of free
speech protections in the second period is f. Similar to the
equilibrium analysis of the stage game, the interaction in the
last period has a unique equilibrium, and let u2s ( f ) and u

2
t ( f )

denote the security agency’s and the terrorist organization’s
second-period equilibrium payoffs.

When the security agency chooses its first-period level of
counterterrorism effort its total utility (the sum of first and
discounted second period utilities) is:

Us p Os(0)2 P(es, et)Ds 2 Cs(es)
|{z}

first‐period payoff

1 ds½P(es, et)u2s ( f )1 ½12 P(es, et)�u2s ( f )�
|{z}

second‐period payoff

p Os(0)2 P(es, et)Ds 2 Cs(es)1 dsu2s ( f ),

ð5Þ

wherethetermP(es, et)u2s ( f )1 ½12 P(es, et)�u2s ( f ) p u2s ( f )
represents the second-period utility from the perspective of
the security agency when choosing its first-period effort and
ds ∈ ½0, 1� represents the agency’s discount factor.

Similarly, when the terrorist organization chooses its first-
period action its total utility (the sum of first and discounted
second period utilities) is:

Ut p Ot(0)1 P(es, et)Dt 2 Ct(et , f )
|{z}

first‐period payoff

1 dt½P(es, et)u2t ( f )1 ½12 P(es, et)�u2t ( f )�
|{z}

second‐period payoff

p Ot(0)1 P(es, et)Dt 2 Ct(et , f )1 dtu2t ( f ),

ð6Þ

where the termP(es, et)u2t ( f )1 ½12 P(es, et)�u2t ( f ) p u2t ( f )
represents the second-period utility from the perspective of
the terrorist organization when choosing its first-period ac-
tion and dt ∈ ½0, 1� represents the terrorist organization’s
discount factor.

Notice that the security agency’s and the terrorist or-
ganization’s first-period maximization problems are identi-
cal to their respective second-periodmaximization problems
since the second-period utilities u2i ( f ) for i ∈ ft, sg do not
affect the first-period equilibrium incentives. As a result, the
equilibrium actions and payoffs in the first and the second
period are the same. Let �es, �et , and �P denote the first-period
equilibrium actions and the equilibrium probability of a
terrorist attack in the first period of the benchmark game.

Dynamic game
Similar to the equilibrium analysis of the stage game, in the
second period, the game has a unique pure strategy equi-
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librium. The second-period equilibrium payoffs depend on
whether the level of free speech protections is f or f 0, where
f 0! f . Let us denote the second-period equilibrium payoffs
by u2s ( f ) and u2t ( f ) if the level of free speech protections is f
and by u2s ( f

0) and u2t ( f
0) if the level of free speech protections

is f 0. Proposition 2 shows that the security agency’s equilib-
rium payoff increases when the level of free speech protec-
tions decreases, which implies that the security agency’s
second-period equilibrium payoff is higher if the level of free
speechprotections is reduced from f to f 0 (i.e.,u2s ( f

0) 1 u2s ( f )).
On the other hand, proposition 2 shows that the terrorist
organization’s equilibrium payoff can decrease or increase
when the level of free speech protections decreases, which
implies that the terrorist organization’s second-period equi-
librium payoff can be higher or lower if the level of free speech
protections is reduced from f to f 0.

Let ds p u2s ( f )2 u2s ( f
0) ! 0 denote the security agency’s

payoff difference between the game in which the level of free
speech protection is f and the game in which the level of free
speech protection is f 0. Likewise, let dt p u2t ( f )2 u2t ( f

0)
denote the terrorist organization’s utility difference between
the game in which the level of free speech protections is f and
the game in which the level of free speech protections is f 0.
Table 1 summarizes the relevant parameters in this dynamic
analysis and their substantive interpretations.

When the security agency chooses its first-period action,
its total utility (the sum of first and discounted second period
utilities) is:

Us p Os(0)2 P(es, et)Ds 2 Cs(es)
|{z}

first‐period payoff

1 ds½P(es, et)u2s ( f 0)1 ½12 P(es, et)�u2s ( f )�
|{z}

second‐period payoff

p Os(0)2 P(es, et)Bs 2 Cs(es)1 dsu2s ( f ),

ð7Þ
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where Bs p Ds 1 dsds can be understood as the security
agency’s stake for preventing a terrorist attack in the first pe-
riod of the dynamic game. If we compare the security agency’s
first-period maximization problem in the benchmark game
and thedynamicgame(i.e., expressions (5)and(7)),wecansee
that the security agency’s stake for terrorism prevention de-
creases from Ds to Bs.9 The agency’s stake for preventing a
terrorist attack is lower in the dynamic game since the agen-
cy’s second-period equilibrium payoff is higher in the game
in which the level of free speech protections is lower. Since
the first-period equilibrium actions determine which game is
played in the second period and since the agency prefers the f 0

game in the second period, the agency’s stake for preventing a
terrorist attack in thefirst period is lower in thedynamic game.

Similarly, when the terrorist organization chooses its first-
period action, its total utility (the sum of first and discounted
second period utilities) is:

Ut p Ot(0)1 P(es, et)Dt 2 Ct(et , f )
|{z}

first‐period payoff

1 dt½P(es, et)u2t ( f 0)1 ½12 P(es, et)�u2t ( f )�
|{z}

second‐period payoff

p Ot(0)1 P(es, et)Bt 2 Ct(et , f )1 dtu2t ( f ),

ð8Þ

where Bt p Dt 2 dtdt can be understood as the terrorist or-
ganization’s stake for a successful terrorist attack in the first
period of the dynamic game. If we compare the terrorist or-
ganization’s first-periodmaximization problem in the bench-
mark and the dynamic game (i.e., expressions (6) and (8)), we
can see that the terrorist organization’s stake for a successful
terrorist attack changes fromDt toBt, whereBt can behigher or
lower than Dt, depending on whether the terrorist organi-
zation’s second-period equilibrium payoff decreases or in-
creases when the level of free speech protections decreases
from f to f 0.

Similar to the equilibrium analysis of the stage game, the
first-period interaction of the dynamic game has a unique
equilibrium. As mentioned, let us denote the equilibrium
actions in the first period of the dynamic game by e1s and e1t ,
and the equilibrium probability of a terrorist attack in the
first period of the dynamic game by P1.

Equilibrium comparison
The key difference between the strategic interaction in the
benchmark scenario and the dynamic game is that the pros-
pect of changing the level of free speech protections if the first-
period outcome is a terrorist attack alters the incentives of the
players by changing the stakes of terror prevention and terror
Table 1. Parameters in the Dynamic Model
Parameter
 Substantive Interpretation
u2i ( f ) for i ∈ ft, sg
 A player’s second-period equilibrium
payoff in the f game
u2i ( f
0) for i ∈ ft, sg
 A player’s second-period equilibrium

payoff in the f 0 game

ds p u2s ( f )2 u2s ( f

0)
 The security agency’s second-period utility
difference between the f and f 0 games
dt p u2t ( f )2 u2t ( f
0)
 The terrorist organization’s second-period

utility difference between the f and f 0

games

di for i ∈ ft, sg
 A player’s discount factor
9. Bs ! Ds since 0 ! ds ≤ 1 and ds ! 0.
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effects that insurance may have on an insuree’s behavior. In principal-
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success in the first period. Proposition 4 below indicates that
the prospect of reducing the level of free speech protections
after a terrorist attack has perverse effects on the first-period
incentives, either by increasing the level of terrorist activity
or by decreasing the level of counterterrorism effort to detect
terrorist activity.

Proposition 4. The security agency’s first-period
equilibrium action is lower in the dynamic game than
in the benchmark game if dt 1 0. The terrorist organi-
zation’s first-period equilibrium action is higher in the
dynamic game than in the benchmark game if dt ! 0.

Recall that the terrorist organization’s second-period equi-
librium payoff can decrease or increase when the level of free
speech protections decreases from f to f 0. Therefore, we need
to consider two cases: (1) the terrorist organization’s stake for
a successful terrorist attack in the first period of the dynamic
game is higher than in the benchmark game (i.e., dt ! 0) and
(2) the terrorist organization’s stake for a successful terrorist
attack in the first period of the dynamic game is lower than in
the benchmark game (i.e., dt 1 0).

Consider first the situation in which the terrorist orga-
nization’s second-period equilibrium payoff decreases when
f decreases (i.e., dt 1 0). In this scenario, both Bs and Bt are
lower than Ds and Dt, respectively. Proposition 3 shows that
the security agency’s equilibrium action increases when Ds

and Dt are higher, which implies that the security agency’s
equilibrium action is lower in the dynamic game than in the
benchmark game. The intuition is as follows: decreasing the
agency’s stake for terrorism prevention from Ds to Bs has a
direct effect of reducing the security agency’s incentive to
prevent a terrorist attack. At the same time, decreasing the
terrorist organization’s stake for a successful terrorist attack
from Dt to Bt reduces the terrorist organization’s incentives
for terrorist activities. Since the level of counterterrorism ef-
fort decreases when the level of terrorist activities is lower, a
decrease in the terrorist organization’s stake for a successful
terrorist attack reduces the security agency’s level of counter-
terrorism effort. Both the direct effect and the strategic effect
work in the same direction to decrease the level of counter-
terrorism effort in the first period of the dynamic game as
compared to the benchmark scenario.

Consider next the situation in which the terrorist orga-
nization’s second-period equilibrium utility increases when f
decreases (i.e., dt ! 0). In this scenario, Bs is lower than Ds,
but Bt is higher than Dt. Proposition 3 indicates that the ter-
rorist organization’s equilibrium action decreases in Ds and
increases inDt, which implies that the terrorist organization’s
equilibrium action is higher in the dynamic game than in the
This content downloaded from 216.165
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benchmark game. The intuition is as follows: increasing the
terrorist organization’s stake for a successful terrorist attack
from Dt to Bt has a direct effect of increasing its incentives for
terrorist activities. At the same time, decreasing the security
agency’s stake for terrorism prevention from Ds to Bs has a
strategic effect of increasing the terrorist organization’s in-
centives for terrorist activities since the terrorist organiza-
tion’s equilibrium action is higher when the level of counter-
terrorismeffort is lower. Both thedirect effect and the strategic
effect work in the same direction to increase the level of ter-
rorist activities in the first period of the dynamic game as
compared to the benchmark scenario.

Proposition4 indicates that apolicyof reducing free speech
protections in the aftermath of a terrorist attack either de-
creases the level of counterterrorism effort or increases the
level of terrorist activities in the first period (or both as shown
in example 1 below). In other words, the prospect of such
policy intervention has perverse effects on the pre-attack
incentives of terrorism prevention/occurrence since either
e1s ! �es or e1t 1 �et (or both). This is the moral hazard of ter-
rorism prevention.10

Example 1 illustrates the perverse effects of curtailing free
speech protections in the aftermath of a terrorist attack on
the pre-attack incentives. To this end, let the parameters of
the stage game be as follows: P(es, et) p et(12 es),Cs(es) p
(1=2)e2s , Ct(et , f ) p (1=2)(12 f )e2t , f ! 1, ds p dt p 1, and
Os(0) p Ot(1) p 1, Os(1) p Ot(0) p 0 (which imply that
Ds p Dt p 1).

Example 1. Suppose that the level of free speech
protections is f p 0 in the first period and that it
decreases from f p 0 to f 0p 22 if a terrorist attack
happens in the first period. In the second period, the
security agency’s equilibrium payoff is u2s ( f ) p 5=8 in
the f game and u2s ( f

0) p 25=32 in the f 0 game, which
implies that ds p 25=32 and Bs p 27=32. Also, in the
second period, the terrorist organization’s equilibrium
payoff is u2t ( f ) p 1=8 in the f game and u2s ( f

0) p 3=32
in the f 0 game, which implies that dt p 1=32 and Bt p

31=32.
In the dynamic game, the security agency’s first-

period equilibrium action is e1s ≈ 0:45, the terrorist or-
ganization’s first-period equilibrium action is e1t ≈ 0:53,
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and the first-period equilibrium probability of a ter-
rorist attack is P1 ≈ 0:29. In the benchmark game, the
security agency’s first-period equilibrium action is �es p
0:5, the terrorist organization’s first-period equilibrium
action is �et p 0:5, and the first-period equilibrium prob-
ability of a terrorist attack is �P p 0:25. Therefore, we
have e1s ! �es, e1t 1 �et , and P1 1 �P.

Thus, the first-period level of counterterrorism effort is
lower in the dynamic game, the first-period level of ter-
rorist activities is higher in the dynamic game, and the
first-period equilibriumprobability of a terrorist attack is
higher in the dynamic game as compared to the bench-
mark game.

We have the following result:

Proposition 5. The first-period equilibrium proba-
bility of a terrorist attack can be higher if the level of
free speech protections is reduced when the first-period
outcome is a terrorist attack.

Proposition 5 implies that a commitment to not reducing
the level of free speech protections in the aftermath of a
terrorist attack canmake a terrorist attack less likely. In other
words, an expectation that liberal societies remain faithful to
their fundamental values even in times of duress can in fact
reduce the likelihood of terror. In the appendix, I analyze a
version of the dynamic model in which the cost of coun-
terterrorism effort decreases if the outcome in the first period
is a terrorist attack.11 This analysis shows that such a policy
intervention also has perverse effects: it reduces the level of
counterterrorism effort in the first period, which in turn can
make a terrorist attack more likely in the first period.

In sum, the previous analysis shows that a policy of re-
ducing the level of free speech protections in the aftermath
of a terrorist attack has perverse effects and can make a
terrorist attack more likely. The mechanism is as follows:
When choosing their first-period actions, the security agency
and the terrorist organization take into account how re-
ducing the level of free speech protections (if the outcome
of the first period is a terrorist attack) affects their payoffs in
the second period. A reduction from f to f 0 increases the
security agency’s second-period utility whereas the effect of
such a policy on the terrorist organization’s second-period
utility is ambiguous. This implies that a reduction from f to
f 0 (if the outcome of the first period is a terrorist attack)
decreases the security agency’s first-period stake for terror-
11. This analysis is related to a larger literature on how altering the
budgets of bureaucratic agencies affects policy making (see, e.g., Ting
2001).
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ism prevention and can decrease or increase the terrorist
organization’s first-period stake for a successful terrorist at-
tack. Regardless of how the terrorist organization’s first-
period stake for a successful terrorist attack is affected, re-
ducing free speech protections in the aftermath of a terrorist
attack either decreases the first-period level of counterter-
rorism effort or increases the first-period level of terrorist
activity (or both), with the overall effect of potentiallymaking
a terrorist attack more likely in first period.

The dynamic analysis shows that a policy of restricting
free speech protections in the aftermath of a terrorist attack
has a deleterious effect on the pre-attack incentives, which can
make a terrorist attack more likely. As mentioned, the policy
justification for passing such antiterrorism measures is that,
by increasing the cost of terrorism, such policies decrease the
incidence of terrorism in the future. The US Supreme Court
expounded this very rationale inHolder v. Humanitarian Law
Project, the landmark case that upheld the constitutionality
of material support provisions against free speech consider-
ations in the United States. Without denying that Patriot Act
provisions limit the scope of freedom of expression, the court
intoned that the law is a legitimate preventive measure be-
cause “material support,” even if intended to foster nonvio-
lent, nonterrorist activities, “helps lend legitimacy to foreign
terrorist groups— legitimacy that makes it easier for those
groups to persist, to recruit members, and to raise funds—all
of which facilitate more terrorist attacks.”12

In the context of our model, this security rationale would
imply that a reduction from f to f 0 if the outcome in the first
period is a terrorist attack should decrease the probability of
a terrorist attack in the second period. Notice that the per-
verse effects documented above do not depend on whether
a reduction in f decreases or not the probability of a terrorist
attack in the second period. In other words, proposition 4
holds regardless of whether liberty-reducingmeasures aimed
at increasing the cost of terrorism have their intended pol-
icy benefits or not. Moreover, the equilibrium analysis of the
stage game suggests that the policy justification for such
antiterrorism measures might not be valid even on its own
terms. That is, proposition 1 shows that a reduction in f de-
creases both players’ equilibrium actions in the stage game.
Since the probability of a terrorist attack in the second pe-
riod decreases in the security agency’s action and since the
equilibrium level of counterterrorism effort decreases when
the level of free speech protections is reduced, proposition 1
implies that there can be situations in which reducing free
speech protections increases the equilibrium probability of a
terrorist attack in the second period.
12. Holder v. Humanitarian Law Project, 561 U.S. 1 (2010), 25.
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The previous discussion therefore suggests that a policy
of restricting free speech protections should a terrorist at-
tack happen not only has perverse effects on the first-period
incentives but might also make a terrorist attack more likely
in the second period after the reduction in f is implemented.
In the next section, I assess the conditions under which re-
ducing the level of free speech affects the probability of a
terrorist attack in the second period.

THE SECURITY RATIONALE FOR REDUCING
FREE SPEECH
To this end, I analyze a parametric model that allows us to
derive closed-form solutions for the equilibrium actions in
order to investigate how a reduction in f affects the equi-
librium probability of a terrorist attack in the second period.
In this context, let the probability of a terrorist attack in the
stage game be given by P(es, et) p et(12 es),13 the cost of
counterterrorism effort be given by Cs(es) p (1=2)ks(es)

2,
and the cost of terrorist activities be given by Ct(et , f ) p
(1=2)M( f )kt(et)

2.14 We can think of ks as parametrizing the
(marginal) cost for counterterrorism effort; similarly, we can
think of kt as parametrizing the (marginal) cost for terrorist
activities due to factors other than the level of free speech
protections. Also, the functionM( f ) captures the (marginal)
effect of free speech protections on the cost of terrorism,
whereM0( f ) ! 0 (i.e., a higher level of free speech protections
decreases the marginal cost of terrorist activities).

Given these specifications, the equilibrium actions in the
second period are e2s p DtDs=½DtDs 1M( f )ktks� and e2t p
Dtks=½DtDs 1M( f )ktks�, and, as a result, the equilibrium
probability of a terrorist attack in the second period is P2 p

½M( f )Dtktk
2
s �=½DtDs 1M( f )ktks�2.15

The next proposition states the conditions under which
a decrease in the level of free speech protections increases
the equilibrium probability of a terrorist attack in the second
period:

Proposition 6. Reducing the level of free speech pro-
tections increases the equilibrium probability of a ter-
rorist attack in the second period if

Dt

kt

Ds

ks
2M( f ) 1 0 ð9Þ
13. We need es ≤ 1, but such a restriction is not necessary because it
will be the case that the equilibrium effort e∗s ! 1.

14. Notice that the cost functions are quadratic in effort. To avoid any
confusion with time superscripts denoting the second-period action, I use
parentheses to denote effort squared.

15. A sufficient (but not necessary condition) for P2 to (always) be less
than 1 is Ds 1 ks.
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and decreases the equilibrium probability of a terrorist
attack in the second period otherwise.

Proposition 6 shows that the probability of a terrorist at-
tack in the second period increases when the level of free
speech protections is reduced if condition (9) holds. A sim-
ple inspection of expression (9) shows that the inequality is
more likely to be satisfiedwhenDs andDt are higher andwhen
ks and kt are lower. These parameters have various substan-
tive interpretations; below I discuss some possible interpre-
tations of the parameters, and the implications of Proposi-
tion 6 in light of these interpretations.

The marginal cost of counterterrorism, ks, is lower when
more budgetary resources are allocated to terrorism preven-
tion. In this context, most Western democracies have con-
siderably increased their counterterrorismbudgets since 9/11
(Alexander 2006; Glennon 2015). For example, in an article
describing the counterterrorism spending increases in the
UnitedStates since2001, theWashingtonPost reports that the
counterterrorism spending “is an espionage empire with
resources and a reach beyond those of any adversary, sus-
tained even now by spending that rivals or exceeds the levels
at the height of the Cold War.”16 An implication of proposi-
tion 6 is that, all else equal, reducing free speech protections
is more likely to increase the probability of a terrorist attack
when the counterterrorism budget is higher.

Proposition6suggests that reducing the level of free speech
protection is more likely to be ineffective when the stake for
terrorism prevention, Ds, is higher. The importance of coun-
terterrorism has increased considerably in the aftermath of
9/11, both in terms of how the citizens view the salience of
terrorism prevention and also in terms of how democratic
governments rank this issue on their governing agenda. For
example, in a Gallup poll conducted before September 11,
2001, less than one-half of 1% of Americans mentioned ter-
rorism as the nation’s most important problem; however,
since 9/11, citizens have considered terrorism to be one of
the most important policy problems (Merolla and Zech-
meister 2009). Similarly, the White House’s National Secu-
rity Strategy has constantly placed terrorism prevention as
the top security priority since 9/11. In this context, the stake
of preventing a terrorist attack, Ds, is likely to depend on the
salience of terrorism prevention: Ds is higher when terrorism
prevention is a more salient policy issue. Given this inter-
pretation ofDs, an implication of proposition 6 is that, all else
equal, reducing free speech protections is more likely to in-
16. Barton Gelman and Greg Miller, “Black Budget Summary Details
US Spy Network’s Successes, Failures and Objectives,” Washington Post,
August 29, 2013.
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17. That is, if we consider reductions in privacy protections, p (where
a reduction in p decreases the marginal cost of counterterrorism and in-
creases the marginal cost of terrorist activities), e∗s (p) can increase or de-
crease in p. Notice that proposition 4 generalizes to this set-up since
proposition 3 and the result of propositions 2 that the agency’s equilibrium
payoff in the stage game increases when p is reduced hold even when e∗s (p)
decreases in p.

18. As proposition 3 indicates, security agencies have incentives to push
for liberty-reducing antiterrorism policies in the aftermath of a terrorist
attack, regardless of their effectiveness.
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crease the probability of a terrorist attack when terrorism
prevention is a more salient issue.

Proposition 6 indicates that reducing the level of free
speech protection is more likely to be ineffective if the ter-
rorist organization’s marginal cost for terrorist activities, kt,
is lower. The group’s cost of terrorist activities is likely to
depend on the potential support that terrorists receive from
the community they claim to represent, if we think about the
threat of domestic terrorism. In this context, the marginal
cost of terrorist activities is likely to depend on the degree
of integration/assimilation of the (minority) community in
the institutional fabric of a certain liberal society: more inte-
grated communities are less likely to lend support to potential
terrorists. Given this interpretation of kt, an implication of
proposition 6 is that curtailing free speech protections is more
likely to increase the probability of a terrorist attack when the
(minority) community that terrorists claim to represent is
more alienated from the social, political and economic fabric
of a certain liberal society.

The previous discussion points out some policy and em-
pirical implications of proposition 6. Undoubtedly, there
could be other substantive interpretations of the parameters
of themodel. Proposition 6 presents a general condition (as a
function of the exogenous parameter of this model) when
reducing f increases the equilibrium probability of a terrorist
attack in second period. As such, scholars could derive other
policy and empirical implications regarding the conditions
under which reducing the level of free speech protections is
likely to be ineffective.

The game-theoretic analysis shows that the policy jus-
tification for restraints on free speech is questionable on its
own terms. The decrease in privacy and the concomitant
increase in the government’s surveillance powers are an-
other important preventive policies adopted in the wake of
9/11 by various liberal societies (Epifanio 2011). Since the
game ends after the second period, there are no dynamic
incentives in the second period and therefore the analysis of
how a reduction in f affects the second-period probability
of a terrorist attack is related to existing theoretic accounts
of how reducing privacy affects terrorism prevention (Dragu
2011). From a modeling perspective, the key difference be-
tween reductions in privacy and restraints on free speech
is the fact that changing privacy protections affects both
the cost of terrorist activities and the government’s cost of
detecting terrorist activity. As a result, changes in privacy
protections have both strategic and direct effects on each
players’ equilibrium actions (Dragu 2011). This implies that,
in contrast with the previous analysis, the equilibrium level
of counterterrorism effort in the static (one-shot) game can
decrease or increase when privacy is reduced, depending on
This content downloaded from 216.165
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whether the strategic effect (working through changes in
the level of counterterrorism effort in response to changes in
the level of terrorist activities) dominates the direct effect
(working through changes in the cost of counterterrorism
effort).17

CONCLUSION
In the wake of Charlie Hebdo and the November 2015 ter-
rorist attacks, the French authorities began what has be-
come almost a rite of passage for Western nations since the
9/11 terrorist attacks: curbing freedom of expression and
restricting other fundamental rights and liberties in order
to increase the cost of terrorism.When terrorists strike home
there is an overwhelming political urge to fix things so that
the events will not be repeated (Crenshaw 2010; Heymann
2003; Ignatieff 2004; Richardson 2007). The “what if some-
thing awful happens again” factor creates a political cli-
mate in which it is easier for liberty-reducing antiterrorism
measures to pass since no politician wants to be blamed for
another terrorist strike and since no politician wants to
be perceived as not doing whatever it takes to safeguard
security (Donohue 2008; Dragu and Polborn 2014; Fox and
Stephenson 2011). Exacerbating the problem, situations of
crisis, such as the aftermath of a terrorist attack, afford se-
curity agencies opportunities to push for antiterrorism mea-
sures that were not attainable in normal times (Dragu 2011;
Glennon 2015).18

While the symbolic and political rationales of restricting
rights and liberties in the aftermath of a terrorist attack are
clear, perhaps less understood are the potential deleterious
effects of such measures. The analysis shows that the pros-
pect of curtailing free speech protections in the wake of a
terrorist attack has perverse effects on the pre-attack incen-
tives of terrorism prevention/occurrence, which can make a
terrorist attack more likely in the first period. Moreover, the
article suggests that the effectiveness of liberty-reducing
antiterrorism measures should be considered in light of the
incentives of bureaucratic agencies responsible for terrorism
prevention. In this context, scholars and governmental re-
ports have documented various agency problems such as a
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“The Secret Agent.”

21. For example, see Human Rights Watch, “Illusion of Justice: Hu-
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bureaucratic culture rewarding quantity over quality, a focus
on short-term at the expense of long-term strategic analysis,
inability to connect the dots, among other problems (Ga-
ricano and Posner 2005; Treverton 2008). Scholars have also
pointed out numerous bureaucratic inefficiencies in collect-
ing, analyzing, and sharing intelligence (Hewitt 2008).

That curtailing free speech protections and other liberty-
reducing antiterrorism measures changes the environment
in which the security agencies and the terrorist groups in-
teract is particularly important in light of such dysfunctional
incentives. This is especially problematic because to head off
a terrorist attack it is necessary to look for “the needle in a
haystack,” so to speak—an activity that is particularly prone
to “false positives” and that requires spending most of the
time and resources on null results (Garicano and Posner
2005). Preventive policies that reduce rights and liberties to
presumably make it harder for terrorist groups to operate
inside liberal societies might instead make terrorist activity
more difficult to spot, which can exacerbate the bureaucratic
inefficiencies scholars have widely documented.19

Generalized a bit, the dynamic analysis suggests that se-
curity agencies would prefer to magnify the threat of ter-
rorism so as to justify and augment their counterterrorism
powers. This finding, for example, is consistent with empiri-
cal observations regarding the use of informants and agents
provocateurs to instigate terrorist acts, a tactic that has been
documented, at least, since the nineteenth century struggle
against anarchist terror.

Scholars have widely documented the fact that the security
agencies themselves contributed in part to the phenomenon
of anarchist terrorism at the end of the nineteenth century,
through their use of agents provocateurs (Butterworth 2010;
Jensen 2013; Laqueur 1987; Merriman 2009). For example,
agents provocateurs urged the adoption of violent tactics at
the 1881 London anarchist congress (Butterworth 2010);
Louis Andrieux, the Paris police prefect, secretly financed the
creation of La Revolution Sociale, the first anarchist periodi-
cal published in France, which, among other provocations to
violence, published detailed instructions for fabricating dy-
namite (Butterworth 2010; Laqueur 1987); in 1894, a bomb
went off outside the Greenwich Observatory in London, kill-
ing the man who was carrying it who had been recruited for
the attack and supplied with explosives by an undercover po-
19. The bureaucratic agency problems discussed above suggest that the
security agency’s counterterrorism cost is higher than that of the popula-
tion it serves, which in turn suggests that the agency’s objective is not
necessarily in tune with the public interest when it comes to designing
liberty-reducing counterterrorism policies.
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lice officer (Butterworth 2010).20 From his archival and doc-
umentary record of the nineteenth century anarchist milieu,
Alex Butterworth concludes that provocateurs were close to
the planning and/or financing of many headline-making an-
archist bomb plots (Butterworth 2010). Inspired by the envi-
ronment that Butterworth chronicles, in his 1908 novel The
Man Who Was Thursday, G. K. Chesterton describes a con-
vocation of anarchist conspirators in which all plotters turn
out to be cops sent to infiltrate the group.

The notion that policing terror sometimes means en-
couraging it is not a thing of the past. The FBI, of course, has
a long history of infiltrating dissident organizations and of
using agents provocateurs to instigate violence. From the
1950s until the early 1970s, the bureau ran the Counter In-
telligence Program, which, among other tactics, infiltrated
various organizations and spurred their members to commit
violent acts (Marx 1974). In the context of the current fight
against Al-Qaeda terrorism, the FBI has routinely used paid
informants not to capture existing terrorists but often to
cultivate them by offering ideas and incentives to encourage
individuals to engage in terrorist activity (Aaronson 2013).
For instance, Human Rights Watch and the press reports
have documented that FBI-involved agents orchestrated sev-
eral well-known terror plots of the last decade, including
the Miami Seven, the Washington DC Metro bombing plot,
the New York City subway plot, and the attempt to blow
up Chicago’s Sears Tower, among others.21 In the case of the
“NewburghFour” suspected terrorists, for example,whowere
accused of planning to blow up synagogues and attack a US
military base, a US district judge said, “I believe beyond a
shadow of a doubt that there would have been no crime here
except the government instigated it, planned it, and brought
it to fruition.”22 Unsurprisingly, perhaps, government offi-
cials have cited such foiled terrorist plots as evidence that
liberty-reducing antiterrorism measures are effective.23

This bias of security agencies to magnify the threat of
terrorism in order to justify or augment their counterter-
rorism powers has important policy and institutional im-
plications. From a policy perspective, the presence of this bias
man Rights Abuses in US Terrorism Prosecutions,” July 2014; Spencer
Ackerman, “Government agents directly involved in most high-profile US
terror plots,” The Guardian, July 14, 2014; Petra Bartosiewicz, “Deploying
Informants, the FBI Stings Muslims,” The Nation, June 14, 2012.

22. Peter Finn, “Documents Provide Rare Insight into FBI’s Terrorism
Stings,” Washington Post, April 13, 2012.

23. Glenn Greenwald and Andrew Fishman, “Latest FBI Claim of
Disrupted Terror Plot Deserves Much Scrutiny and Skepticism,” The In-
tercept, January 16, 2015.
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makes it difficult to assess empirically the effectiveness of
liberty-reducing antiterrorism policies. At the minimum, re-
liable data on the number of foiled terrorist plots would be
necessary in order to accurately determine whether suchmea-
sures are working or not. However, because security agencies
have an interest in exaggerating their success and worse still
in cultivating terror plots to foil them, accurate statistic on
the number of prevented plots is not necessarily reliable. From
an institutional perspective, the result regarding the agency
bias suggests that it may not be desirable to allow those
governmental officials responsible for terrorism prevention
to also craft antiterrorism measures. It also indicates that it is
not necessarily desirable to rely on information from security
agencies when deciding on the scope of liberty-reducing anti-
terrorism measures. Indeed, as the press has documented, se-
nior counterterrorism officials have given an inaccurate de-
scription of the effectiveness of liberty-reducing antiterrorism
measures whenever the wisdom of such policies becomes a
matter of public debate.24

Democratic governments have a hard time fighting ter-
rorism by resorting to repressive measures since a free and
vibrant civil society is a necessary condition for the existence
and proper functioning of a liberal polity. Indeed, terrorist
groups will find it very difficult, if not impossible, to grow
and operate inside a totalitarian regime that is willing to use
maximal force and disregard any considerations for freedom
of expression, association, privacy, and other fundamental
rights. A democratic government, on the other hand, can-
not use maximal force in its antiterrorism campaign for the
government would endanger the very foundation of a liberal
society if it were to set aside all rights and liberties to tackle
the threat of terrorism. Since restricting rights and liberties
has been a typical response of democratic governments to
major terrorist attacks, we need to understand the security
consequences of antiterrorism measures. This article pro-
vides a necessary first-step analysis of the dynamic effects of
such policies. It suggests that in a world in which democratic
governments respond to major terrorist attacks with re-
strictions on rights and liberties, such policy interventions
have perverse effects on the pre-attack incentives of terror-
ism prevention/occurrence, which can make a terrorist at-
tack more likely. The analysis implies that a commitment to
respecting fundamental rights and liberties in times of duress
can be security-beneficial: if liberal societies were to remain
faithful to their fundamental values in the aftermath of ter-
rorist attacks, such a strategy can decrease the probability of
a terrorist attack.
24. Justin Elliott and Theodoric Meyer, “The NSA’s Big Terrorism
Claim Doesn’t Hold Up,” ProPublica, October 23, 2013.
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